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1 Introduction

This user guide contains information on the use of the InCircuit2 function in INCA.
You get a brief overview of the principles of the InCircuit2 serial calibration
method and the special features during the INCA installation, a description of the
operational procedures in INCA, and an explanation of the additional entries that
need to be added to the A2L description file for the support of InCircuit2.

1.1 Intended Use
INCA and INCA add-ons are developed and approved for automotive applications
and procedures as described in the user documentation for INCA and INCA add-
ons.

InCircuit2 is a calibration method, INCA uses if the RAM ("ARAM") is considerably
smaller than the flash ("DROM").

INCA and the INCA add-ons are intended to be used in industrial labs and in test
vehicles.

ETAS GmbH cannot be made liable for damage that is caused by incorrect use
and not adhering to the safety information.

1.2 Target Group
This software product and this user guide address qualified personnel working in
the fields of automotive ECU development and calibration, as well as system
administrators and users with administrator privileges who install, maintain, or
uninstall software. Specialized knowledge in the areas of measurement and ECU
technology is required.

1.3 Classification of Safety Messages
Safety messages warn of dangers that can lead to personal injury or damage to
property:

DANGER

DANGER indicates a hazardous situation that, if not avoided, will result in death
or serious injury.

WARNING

WARNING indicates a hazardous situation that, if not avoided, could result in
death or serious injury.
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CAUTION

CAUTION indicates a hazardous situation that, if not avoided, could result in
minor or moderate injury.

NOTICE
NOTICE indicates a situation that, if not avoided, could result in damage to
property.

1.4 Safety Information
Observe the following safety information when working with INCA and INCA add-
ons:

WARNING

Risk of unexpected vehicle behavior

Calibration activities influence the behavior of the ECU and the systems that
are connected to the ECU.

This can lead to unexpected vehicle behavior, such as engine shutdown as well
as breaking, accelerating, or swerving of the vehicle.

Only perform calibration activities if you are trained in using the product and
can assess the possible reactions of the connected systems.

WARNING

Risk of unexpected vehicle behavior

Sending messages via bus systems, such as CAN, LIN, FlexRay, or Ethernet,
influences the behavior of the systems connected to it.

This can lead to unexpected vehicle behavior, such as engine shutdown as well
as breaking, accelerating, or swerving of the vehicle.

Only perform the sending of messages via a bus system if you have sufficient
knowledge in using the respective bus system and can assess the possible
reactions of the connected systems.

Adhere to the instructions in the ETAS Safety Advice and the safety information
given in the online help and user guides. Open the ETAS Safety Advice in the INCA
help menu ? > Safety Advice.
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1.5 Data Protection
If the product contains functions that process personal data, legal requirements
of data protection and data privacy laws shall be complied with by the customer.
As the data controller, the customer usually designs subsequent processing.
Therefore, he must check, if the protective measures are sufficient.

1.6 Data and Information Security
To securely handle data in the context of this product, see the INCA Help section
“Data and Information Security”.
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2 About the InCircuit2 Calibration Method

A calibration RAM ("working page"), common to all serial calibration methods,
exists in the control unit. This is in addition to the flash page ("reference page")
that is used to run the control unit in "normal mode". If this RAM is at least the
same size as the flash, the entire data area can be copied into the working page
allowing calibration of all parameters online.

The InCircuit2 method is used if this RAM ("ARAM") is considerably smaller than
the flash ("DROM"), Fig. 2-1. As a result, not all parameters that should be cal-
ibrated will fit into the calibration RAM.

Fig. 2-1: Memory Distribution for the InCircuit2 Calibration Method

Instead, prior to the calibration, the user needs to select the desired parameters
to copy into the calibration RAMwhere they can be calibrated. After finishing the
calibration of these parameters, the user must transfer the entire dataset, includ-
ing the changes, to the reference page.

The parameters in the ARAM are addressed using one or more pointer tables.
Normally, each pointer refers to the parameter in the flash. However, if the para-
meter has been copied to the ARAM for online calibration, INCA modifies the
pointer to refer to the copy of the parameter in the calibration RAM.

The control unit itself can be toggled between direct access to the flash ("con-
trol unit access to reference page") and access to the application RAM via the
pointer table ("control unit access to working page") (Fig. 2-2).
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Fig. 2-2: InCircuit2 Method in the Control Unit

The InCircuit2 function extension in INCA is responsible for the ARAMman-
agement, which includes allowing the user to select the variables to calibrate,
copying them into the ARAM, and redirecting the pointers in the pointer table to
the ARAM.

Fig. 2-3: on the next page illustrates an overview of this process.
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Fig. 2-3: Schematic process flow of InCircuit2 in INCA
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3 Working with InCircuit2

3.1 Installation
The InCircuit2 function is automatically installed together with INCA.

For transferring the pointer tables, you will also need at least a ProF flow control
sequence for flashing the complete control unit contents or, preferably, for flash-
ing only the address range where the pointer tables are located. This flow control
also needs to be installed in INCA. For more information, please consult the INCA
manual. The flow control is specific to the control unit and can be obtained from
the manufacturer of the control unit.

After the installation is complete, the Variables > InCircuit2main menu in the
experiment environment will contain the following options for InCircuit2:

Experiment preparation

Opens a window with this title from which you can select your desired para-
meters that can be calibrated.

Show ARAM contents

Displays in the monitor window the parameters selected for online cal-
ibration and the calibration RAM addresses at which they have been stored
by INCA.

3.2 Workspace and Hardware Configuration
Create a workspace and as described in the INCA manual, i.e., add a new hard-
ware configuration, insert a CCP and assign a project. It is important, however,
that your A2L file that will be read as your project description file includes the
information required for InCircuit2 (see "Additional Entries in the A2L File" on
page 21). Otherwise, INCA will not be able to recognize that your control unit uses
the InCircuit2 method and will try to access the calibration RAM directly using the
flash addresses.

Note

For further information on setting up a hardware configuration, see the INCA
Getting Started manual or the INCA online help ("Serial Calibration Using CCP").

If your A2L file includes the InCircuit2-specific additional information items, you
specified a serial control unit interface (CAN) in the hardware configuration, and
you installed the InCircuit2 function extension, INCA will automatically use the
InCircuit2 method without requiring further actions from the user.

When using the InCircuit2 calibration method, the checksum is calculated during
the hardware initialization only across the code page (if specified in A2L) and the
reference page. The checksum is not calculated across the working page,
because the contents of the calibration RAM for InCircuit2 is managed by INCA.
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In contrast to the "normal" calibration, for security reasons, the InCircuit2 cal-
ibration method does not allow you to switch to the working page to perform the
calibration if the checksum of the reference page in the control unit does not
match the checksum of the reference page in INCA. In this case, you first have to
flash the contents of the reference page to the control unit from the memory
page management dialog that opens automatically in this situation, or perform an
upload from the control unit.

Fig. 3-1: Error message in case of a reference page mismatch

3.3 Experiment Preparation
When you change from the Hardware Configuration Editor to the experiment
environment for the first time while a control unit is connected, you must first spe-
cify which parameters you want to copy into the calibration RAM so that they can
later be calibrated online.

For this purpose, a dialog box is opened that is very similar to the variable selec-
tion dialog and which is also operated identically. In contrast to the variable selec-
tion, however, this dialog box only displays parameters.

To select parameters

1. In the Sources field, select the desired control unit interface.

In the tabular area of the window a list of the parameters made available by
the selected component appears. Press the <TAB> key until the first para-
meter is highlighted in the tabular area.

2. Use the arrow keys to move the highlight to the variable to be selected.

3. Confirm by pressing the <SPACE> key.

The intended variable is nowmarked by a square in front of the variable
name.

4. Select here all the parameters that you intend to calibrate later online.

To facilitate the selection, you can also apply a filter to certain parameter
types as in the variable selection dialog.

5. When you are done with the selection, exit the dialog box by clickingOK.

The pointer tables are nowmodified so that the address pointers of the selected
parameters refer to the application RAM instead of to the flash. Use the Vari-
ables > InCircuit2 > Show ARAM contents command to view in the monitor win-
dow which parameters have been currently selected for online calibration and at
which calibration RAM addresses they have been stored by INCA.
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Fig. 3-2: Currently selected parameters with memory addresses

If you selected more parameters than fit into the calibration RAM, an error mes-
sage (see Fig. 3-3) appears allowing you to repeat your selection if desired.

Fig. 3-3: Error message if the selected parameters exceed the capacity of the
calibration RAM

In parallel, the monitor window indicates the current allocation of the calibration
RAM and identifies the parameters that could not be inserted.

The modified pointer tables will be transferred to the control unit "Flashing the
Pointer Tables" on the next page. If the transfer was successful, the values of the
selected parameters will be copied from the working page of INCA into the cal-
ibration RAM. If this operation completes successfully, you can switch to the
working page in INCA to perform online calibrations in the calibration RAM. If, how-
ever, an error occurred when flashing or writing into the calibration RAM, the work-
ing page is locked for security reasons because the control unit may work on
invalid data on the working page in this case.

Exit the experiment preparation dialog box by clickingCancel if you do not want
to pre-select the parameters for online calibration. In this case, the pointer tables
will not be modified and no parameters will be copied into the calibration RAM.
This also means that you will not be able to switch to the working page.

Your pre-selection of parameters for online calibration is saved in the experiment.
When opening an experiment that already contains a pre-selection of variables
for online calibration, the checksum of the pointer tables in the control unit is first
compared with the expected checksum of the pointer tables modified according
to this pre-selection. If the checksum is correct, it is an indication for INCA that
this control unit was last used with this particular experiment. Then also the
expected checksum of the calibration RAMmodified by INCA is compared with
the checksum of the actual calibration RAM contents in the control unit. If there
is a mismatch, the calibration RAM contents composed by INCA will be down-
loaded to the control unit.
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Fig. 3-4: Message in case of a mismatch between the pointer table checksums

If the checksums of the pointer tables do not match, you will receive a message
(see Fig. 3-4), and then the dialog box for variable selection will open. It already
contains a pre-selection of the parameters that have been saved in the exper-
iment. You can accept them by clickingOK or you can edit them. When you exit
the dialog box by clickingOK, the pointer tables are transferred into the control
unit and the values of the selected parameters are copied into the calibration
RAM, as already described above.

However, if you exit the dialog box by clickingCancel, the existing contents of
the pointer tables and the calibration RAM in the control unit are retained. This
also means that you will not be able to switch to the working page.

You can also modify the pre-selection of parameters for online calibration at any
other time by choosing the Variables > InCircuit2 > Experiment preparation
menu option from the experiment environment. The current pre-selection is
saved together with the experiment.

The parameter selection dialog is not automatically opened if no control unit is
connected when switching to the experiment environment or when loading an
experiment. However, you can also open the variable selection dialog box without
a control unit connected by choosing the Experiment preparationmenu option.
The parameters you select in this dialog box will then also be saved in the exper-
iment.

3.4 Flashing the Pointer Tables
To write the modified pointer tables whose address pointers of the pre-selected
parameters for online editing refer to the calibration RAM instead of the flash into
the control unit, they have to be "flashed". Flashing is done using the ProF tool
version integrated into INCA.

To flash the entire control unit contents, you need at least one ProF flow control
sequence, preferably one that only flashes the address range of the pointer
tables, as appropriate for the control unit (which is also faster).

Once you have completed the experiment preparation as described above, the
system will automatically invoke the ProF tool that is integrated in INCA. When
calling it for the first time, you have to first install your ProF flow control
sequence.

Note

For detailed information on ProF, please consult the manual or the doc-
umentation for the corresponding process control flow.

Configure the baud rate and additional adjustable parameters of the ProF control
flow as necessary, and confirm your input withOK. Now begins first the deletion
which is then followed by the rewriting of the control unit Flash. The specific pro-
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cedure and messages that may be displayed depend on the particular flow con-
trol sequence. If you have questions regarding ProF or encounter difficulties,
please contact the INCA hotline.

If the flashing process finishes successfully, this is indicated by a success mes-
sage. Most control units require that you perform a reset (switching the ignition
off and back on) before you can continue.

If an error occurred during the flashing process, the system offers you the option
to repeat the process. You can switch the control unit to the working page for
online calibration only if the transfer finishes successfully. In case of failure, INCA
inhibits switching to the working page.

3.5 (Online) Measurements and Calibrations in the Control
Unit
After you have completed the experiment preparation and transfer of the pointer
tables successfully, you can start performing measurements and calibrations
with INCA (almost) as usual and as described in the manual. The difference
between the InCircuit2 calibration method and other methods lies in the fact that
you can only calibrate online in the control unit parameters that you pre-selected
during the experiment preparation. These parameters exist only in the calibration
RAM. All other parameters are still located in the flash and cannot, therefore, be
calibrated directly in the control unit.

INCA displays both types of parameters (calibratable online and calibratable off-
line, disaplayable online) in the variable selection dialog and allows you to invoke
editors for these variables. However, the behavior of the editors depends on the
fact whether INCA is in online mode (with HW calibration access; Hardware >
ECU calibration accessmenu option is checked) or in offline mode (without HW
calibration access; )

In online mode, it is possible to calibrate parameters only that are available for
online calibration, provided INCA and the control unit are on the working page.
The calibration operations are written directly into the calibration RAM of the con-
trol unit. The parameters that are available only for offline calibration are write-
protected (see Fig. 3-5). On the reference page, of course, all parameters are
write-protected.
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Fig. 3-5: Parameter editors in online mode

In offline mode, all parameters on the working page can be edited (see Fig. 3-6).
However, if you perform a calibration operation, it is not written to the control
unit! All parameters on the reference page are of course write-protected.

Fig. 3-6: Parameter editors in offline mode

When switching from offline into online mode, all calibrations that you performed
before in offline mode for the parameters that are available for online calibration
will be written collectively into the calibration RAM of the control unit. The cal-
ibrations for variables that can be calibrated in offline mode only will not be writ-
ten (see Fig. 3-7).

Fig. 3-7: Message when switching from off-line into online mode

To write the offline changes to the parameters available for online calibration into
the control unit, the control unit must be on the reference page. If it is currently
on the working page, it will be switched temporarily to the reference page during
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the download. Be sure to confirm the switch-over (see Fig. 3-8), otherwise, the
download cannot be executed and you will not be able to perform online cal-
ibrations.

Fig. 3-8: Confirmation of temporarily switching to the reference page during
the download

To write the changes to the parameters available for offline calibration into the
control unit, the memory page manager needs to transfer the working page of
INCA into the control unit.

During the measurement the InCircuit2 calibration method does not differ from
other calibration methods. For more information, consult the description in the
INCA Getting Started manual.

3.6 Memory Page Management
Similar to other calibration methods, the Memory Page Manager provides func-
tions to write the contents of the working page and reference page to a file, to
read other data versions, to compare the checksum of the control unit’s working
page and reference page with INCA’s working page and reference page, and to
transfer data.

The difference between the online mode and offline mode is even more notice-
able for the InCircuit2 calibration method than for other methods:

In offline mode (no HW calibration access; "HW access" checkbox not
enabled in the Memory Page Manager dialog), all functions refer to INCA’s
working page and reference page only. Thus the same functions are
offered here as for all other calibration methods.

In online mode (with HW calibration access; "HW access" checkbox
enabled in the Memory Page Manager dialog), functions are provided that
really access the control unit, and some additional functions that, although
accessing INCA’s working page and reference page only, are also useful in
online mode. The functions provided exhibit some differences between the
InCircuit2 calibration method and "normal" calibration methods.

To demonstrate that the calibration RAM of the control unit is smaller than the
flash and that it contains only the data of the parameters which were selected
during the experiment preparation for online calibration, the memory page man-
ager distinguishes for the sources and targets of the functions clearly between
the working page and the calibration RAM (or "ARAM").

The "working page" always refers to the working page in INCA containing
both the data of the parameters that can be calibrated online and offline
only.
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"ARAM", however, actually refers to the calibration RAM in the control unit
or its PC image containing only the data of the parameters that can be cal-
ibrated online.

Since the same functions are provided in offline mode regardless of the cal-
ibration method used, please consult the INCA Getting Started manual for more
information.

The following describes all functions of the memory page manager that are avail-
able in online mode.

"Flash Programming" Operation
Working page (+ Program page) > ECU flash

Programs the contents of the working and program page of INCA into the flash
memory of the control unit. You can decide whether to include in the transfer to
the control unit the pointer tables that you modified during the experiment pre-
paration and in which some pointers refer to the ARAM, or to transfer the original
pointer tables in which all pointers refer to the flash (see Fig. 3-9).

Fig. 3-9: User prompt to specify whether to flash original or modified pointer
tables

This prompt does not appear if there are no modified pointers.

The integrated ProF is invoked for the flashing operation. If required, install and
configure the ProF flow control sequence appropriate for your control unit as
described in "Flashing the Pointer Tables" on page 13, select the desired oper-
ation in the ProF dialog, and start the programming process.

Upon successful completion of the programming process, the contents of the
working page in INCA are copied to the reference page. If you selected "flashing
the original pointer tables", the selection of parameters available for online cal-
ibration is reset; to re-enable online calibrations, you have to select new para-
meters in the variable selection. If you selected "flashing the modified pointer
tables", the flashing process is followed by a download into the calibration RAM,
while the parameters selected for online calibration are retained.

If an error occurs during the flashing process, INCA locks the switch-over to the
working page for security reasons (it switches automatically to the reference
page for the programming process).

Reference page (+ Program page) > ECU flash

Programs the contents of the reference and program page of INCA into the flash
memory of the control unit. You can also decide whether to include the modified
or the original pointer tables in the programming process.
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The procedure is the same as for programming the contents of the working page
(see above), with the exception, of course, that the contents of the working
page are not copied when the transfer finishes successfully.

Pointer tables > ECU flash

Programs the modified pointer tables (and the contents of the reference and pro-
gram page of INCA, if required) into the flash memory of the control unit. The func-
tion is identical to the usually automatic programming process of the pointer
tables following the experiment preparation (see also "Flashing the Pointer
Tables" above).

File > ECU flash (only on the "Enhanced" tab)

Programs the contents of the selected file into the flash memory of the control
unit. You, as the user, are responsible that the file contains a valid program ver-
sion.

The contents of the data versions in INCA are not updated automatically!

"Upload" Operation ("2 Enhanced" tab)
ECU > Reference page (+ Program page)

Uploads the data from the reference page (flash) of the control unit into the ref-
erence page of INCA. You can select whether to upload into the existing dataset
or to create new datasets (reference and working page datasets). If you create
new datasets, the new working page dataset is filled with the data from the ref-
erence page.

You should perform an upload of the pointer tables (as part of the program page)
only if the pointer tables are in their original state.

Otherwise, INCA will detect that the pointers are not reasonable. There is no auto-
matic detection which parameters have been selected for online calibration.

"Checksum" Operation ("2 Enhanced" tab)
ARAM > Reference page > Program page > Pointer table

Verifies the checksums in INCA and in the control unit for the selected memory
pages. These are compared with the checksum of the PC image of the calibration
RAM during the checksum verification of the application RAM.

"Hexadec. Representation" Operation ("2 Enhanced" tab)
ARAM > Reference page > Program page > Pointer tables

Opens a hex viewer/editor for the selected memory page which displays a com-
parison between the contents of the memory page in INCA and in the control
unit. Again, you can edit the contents of the calibration RAM, but you, as the user,
are responsible for the correctness of the edited data!

"Write dataset to file" Menu Option
Dataset > Write dataset to file... > Working page only or ... > Working page
and code page
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Writes the contents of the working page and, if required, also the contents of the
program page of INCA into a file. The working page contains the current contents
of both the parameters that can be calibrated online and offline only.

Dataset > Write dataset to file... > Reference page only or ... > Reference
page and code page

Writes the contents of the reference page and, if required, also the contents of
the program page of INCA into a file.
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4 Tips and Tricks

For security reasons, INCA locks the possibility to switch to the working page if an
error occurred (e.g., if transferring the pointer tables failed) and, in case of
severe errors, it also inhibits the possibility to perform the experiment pre-
paration. Fix the problem and then execute the "Initialize HW" function (function
key <F3> or Hardware > Initialize HWmenu option). If the error does not reoc-
cur, the access to the working page is unlocked.

The Variables > InCircuit2 > Show ARAM contentsmenu option in the exper-
iment environment provides an overview of the parameters currently selected for
online calibration and their calibration RAM addresses assigned by INCA. The para-
meters are then listed in the monitor window (see Fig. 4-1).

Fig. 4-1: Monitor window listing the parameters available for on-line calibration
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5 Additional Entries in the A2L File

Some additional entries are required in the A2L description file to ensure that
INCA can apply the InCircuit2 calibration method correctly. In particular, the size
and location of the pointer tables and calibration RAM need to be described sep-
arately. To describe the calibration method and the location of the pointer tables,
ASAM-MCD-MC2 Version 1.3 provides the new CALIBRATION_METHOD keyword.
For example:
/begin MOD_PAR

...

/begin CALIBRATION_METHOD

"InCircuit"           /* method name */

2                     /* method version */

/begin CALIBRATION_HANDLE

              /* description of pointer table 1 */

0x2B000       /* start address of pointer table 1 */

0x200         /* length of pointer table 1 */

0x4           /* size of one pointer table entry */

0x2A000       /* begin of the flash section */

0x2000        /* length of the flash section */

/end CALIBRATION_HANDLE

/begin CALIBRATION_HANDLE

              /* description of pointer table 2 */

0x2B200       /* start address of pointer table 2 */

0x100         /* length of pointer table 2 */

0x4           /* size of one pointer table entry */

0x2A000       /* begin of the flash section */

0x2000        /* length of the flash section */

/end CALIBRATION_HANDLE

/end CALIBRATION_METHOD

...

/end MOD_PAR

Each pointer table has to be described by a CALIBRATION_HANDLE section in
the CALIBRATION_METHOD. This has to describe the start address and length of
the pointer table, the length of the address entry in the pointer table, and the
start and length of the flash segment that contains the pointer table. You can
combine the pointer tables in the description, if they follow each other con-
tiguously and reside in the same flash segment.

The size of the flash and calibration RAM is described by MEMORY_SEGMENT. For
example:
/begin MEMORY_SEGMENT
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Data "" DATA FLASH INTERN 0x28000 0x2000 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

/end MEMORY_SEGMENT

/begin MEMORY_SEGMENT

ARAM "" SERAM RAM EXTERN 0x30000 0x400 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

/end MEMORY_SEGMENT

It is important to also describe the range of the pointer tables. For example:
/begin MEMORY_SEGMENT

Pointer "" CODE FLASH INTERN 0x2B000 0x500 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

/end MEMORY_SEGMENT

This ensures that the pointer tables are stored in datasets in INCA from where
they can be included in the transfer. If the pointer tables are already included in a
CODE segment described in A2L, they need not be described again separately.

5.1 Additional Entries in the A2L File for InCircuit2 with CCP
To be able to use the calibration concept of InCircuit2 in combination with the cal-
ibration protocol CCP the implementation must follow some rules to ensure a con-
sistent behavior.

CCP Page Definition
The description of the memory position of the working page, which is located
within the IF_DATA ASAP1B_CCP block below DEFINED_PAGES, has to be con-
sistent with the corresponding description in the block MEMORY_SEGMENTwhich
is describing the ARAM.

CCP Checksum Method
CCP provides two modes of checksum calculation:

Checksum calculation only on active page (i.e. the page the ECU is running
on)

Checksum calculation on both active and non-active side

Due to the fact that it is not safe to switch an InCircuit2 ECU to a page which was
not initialized to perform a checksum calculation, the parametrization must
enable the tool to perform the checksum calculation on the non-active side.

The CCP IF_DATA section option CHECKSUM_CALCULATION BIT_OR_WITH_

OPT_PAGE provides this possibility. If this mode is available the tool can perform
a checksum calculation without a page switch to that page.

It is also required to set the option RAM_INIT_BY_ECU; this prevents the tool
from trying to initialize the working page by using the MOVE command or by
means of a regular download, which both do not work with the InCircuit2 cal-
ibration concept.
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A2L Example
/begin IF_DATA ASAP1B_CCP

[...]

/begin TP_BLOB

[...]

/begin CHECKSUM_PARAM

0x8006 0xFFFFFFFF

CHECKSUM_CALCULATION BIT_OR_WITH_OPT_PAGE

/end CHECKSUM_PARAM

/begin DEFINED_PAGES

0x1 "reference page" 0x0 0x28000 0x2000

FLASH

/end DEFINED_PAGES

/begin DEFINED_PAGES

0x2 "working page" 0x0 0x30000 0x400

RAM

RAM_INIT_BY_ECU

FLASH_BACK

/end DEFINED_PAGES

OPTIONAL_CMD 0x9 /*GET_ACTIVE_CAL_PAGE*/

OPTIONAL_CMD 0xE /*BUILD_CHKSUM*/

OPTIONAL_CMD 0x11 /*SELECT_CAL_PAGE*/

OPTIONAL_CMD 0xD /*GET_SESSION_STATUS*/

OPTIONAL_CMD 0xF /*SHORT_UP*/

OPTIONAL_CMD 0x18 /*PROGRAM*/

OPTIONAL_CMD 0x10 /*CLEAR_MEMORY*/

OPTIONAL_CMD 0x22 /*PROGRAM_6*/

/end TP_BLOB

/end IF_DATA

Summary
The CCP description has to meet the following requirements:

The description of the block DEFINED_PAGES has to be consistent with
the description in the block MEMORY_SEGMENT.

The parameter CHECKSUM_CALCULATION BIT_OR_WITH_OPT_PAGE has
to be set.

The parameter RAM_INIT_BY_ECU has to be set.
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Note

ETAS strongly recommends to implement a CRC checksum algorithm to enable
tools to determine differences in the pages and pointer tables reliable.

5.2 Additional Entries in the A2L File for InCircuit2 with XCP
To be able to use the calibration concept of InCircuit2 in combination with the
Universal Measurement and Calibration Protocol (XCP) the A2L file should
provide standard information for write and read access of the memory pages cor-
rectly.

ECU Access
There are four different settings for the ECU Access in the PAGE section of IF_

DATA XCPwith the following meaning:

Flag in the A2L Meaning

ECU_ACCESS_

NOT_ALLOWED
ECU access not allowed for the PAGE.

ECU_ACCESS_

WITHOUT_XCP_

ONLY

ECU access allowed only if the XCP master does
NOT access this PAGE at the same time.

ECU_ACCESS_

WITH_XCP_ONLY
ECU access allowed only if the XCP master
accesses this PAGE at the same time.

ECU_ACCESS_

DONT_CARE
ECU access allowed and the ECU does NOT care
whether the XCP master accesses at the same
time or not.

The ECU_ACCESS_x flags indicate whether and how the ECU can access this
page.

According to InCircuit2 architecture, the correct setting of the flag for ECU
Access is ECU_ACCESS_ DONT_CARE.

Read Access
There are four different settings for the Read Access in the PAGE section of IF_
DATA XCPwith the following meaning:
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Flag in the A2L Meaning

XCP_READ_

ACCESS_NOT_

ALLOWED

Read access not allowed for the PAGE.

XCP_READ_

ACCESS_

WITHOUT_ECU_

ONLY

Read allowed only if the ECU does NOT access
this PAGE at the same time.

XCP_READ_

ACCESS_WITH_

ECU_ONLY

Read access allowed only if the ECU accesses this
PAGE at the same time.

XCP_READ_

ACCESS_DONT_

CARE

Read access allowed and the XCP master does
NOT need to care whether the ECU accesses at
the same time or not.

According to InCircuit2 architecture, the correct setting of the flag for ECU Read
Access is XCP_READ_ACCESS_DONT_CARE.

Write Access
There are four different settings for theWrite Access in the PAGE section of IF_

DATA XCPwith the following meaning:

Flag in the A2L Meaning

XCP_WRITE_

ACCESS_NOT_

ALLOWED

Write access not allowed for the PAGE.

XCP_WRITE_

ACCESS_

WITHOUT_ECU_

ONLY

Write allowed only if the ECU does NOT access
this PAGE at the same time.

XCP_WRITE_

ACCESS_ WITH_

ECU_ONLY

Write access allowed only if the ECU accesses
this PAGE at the same time.

XCP_WRITE_

ACCESS_ DONT_

CARE

Write access allowed and the XCP master does
NOT need to care whether the ECU accesses at
the same time or not.

According to InCircuit2 architecture, the correct setting of the flag for ECUWrite
Access is XCP_WRITE_ACCESS_ DONT_CARE for pages which can be written by
the XCP master.
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Note

A wrong configuration of the pages for InCircuit2, could cause that INCA tries
to switch the pages in an invalid state. Example: if in an A2L file the flag XCP_
WRITE_ACCESS_WITH_ECU_ONLY is defined for the PAGE, during the ini-
tialization INCA will try to switch the ECU and the XCP master synchronously to
the working page before the ARAM is initialized.

Note

ETAS strongly recommends to implement a CRC checksum algorithm to enable
tools to determine differences in the pages and pointer tables reliable.

A2L Example for InCircuit2 with XCP
/begin IF_DATA XCP

/begin SEGMENT

2 2 0 0 0

/begin CHECKSUM

XCP_CRC_16

MAX_BLOCK_SIZE 4096

/end CHECKSUM

/begin PAGE

0

ECU_ACCESS_DONT_CARE

XCP_READ_ACCESS_DONT_CARE

XCP_WRITE_ACCESS_NOT_ALLOWED

INIT_SEGMENT 0

/end PAGE

/begin PAGE

1

ECU_ACCESS_DONT_CARE

XCP_READ_ACCESS_DONT_CARE

XCP_WRITE_ACCESS_DONT_CARE

INIT_SEGMENT 0

/end PAGE

/end SEGMENT

/end IF_DATA
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6 Contact Information

Technical Support

For details of your local sales office as well as your local
technical support team and product hotlines, take a look at
the ETAS website:

www.etas.com/hotlines

ETAS offers trainings for its products:

www.etas.com/academy

ETAS Headquarters
ETAS GmbH

Borsigstraße 24 Phone: +49 711 3423-0

70469 Stuttgart Fax: +49 711 3423-2106

Germany Internet: www.etas.com
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Figures

Fig. 2-1: Memory Distribution for the InCircuit2 Calibration Method 7

Fig. 2-2: InCircuit2 Method in the Control Unit 8

Fig. 2-3: Schematic process flow of InCircuit2 in INCA 9

Fig. 3-1: Error message in case of a reference page mismatch 11

Fig. 3-2: Currently selected parameters with memory addresses 12

Fig. 3-3: Error message if the selected parameters exceed the capacity of the calibration
RAM 12

Fig. 3-4: Message in case of a mismatch between the pointer table checksums 13

Fig. 3-5: Parameter editors in online mode 15

Fig. 3-6: Parameter editors in offline mode 15

Fig. 3-7: Message when switching from off-line into online mode 15

Fig. 3-8: Confirmation of temporarily switching to the reference page during the download 16

Fig. 3-9: User prompt to specify whether to flash original or modified pointer tables 17

Fig. 4-1: Monitor window listing the parameters available for on-line calibration 20
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